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Abstract: Making a decision about using a specific funding source is one of the most 
important tasks of financial management. The utilization of external sources features 
numerous advantages yet staying aware of diverse funding options is not easy for financial 
managers. Today it is crucial to quickly identify an optimum possibility and to make sure 
that all relevant criteria have been considered and no variant has been omitted. Over the 
long term it is also necessary to consider the category of time as changes made today do not 
affect only the current variables but they also have a significant impact on the future. This 
article aims to identify the most suitable model of choosing external funding sources that 
would describe the dynamics involved. The first part of the paper considers the theoretical 
background of external funding instrument and of decision criteria. The making of financial 
decisions is a process consisted of weighing the most suitable variants, selecting the best 
variant, and controlling the implementation of accepted proposals. The second part analyses 
results of the research - decisive weights of the criteria. Then it is created the model of the 
principal criteria Weighted Average Cost of Capital (Dynamic model WACC). Finally it is 
created the Dynamic Model of Choosing an External Funding Instrument. The created 
decision-making model facilitates the modeling of changes in time because it is crucial to 
know what future consequences lies in decisions made the contemporary turbulent world.  
Each variant features possible negative and positive changes of varying extent. The 
possibility to simulate these changes can illustrate an optimal variant to a decision-maker.  
 
Key Words: Dynamic Model, External Funding Instrument, Weighted Average Cost of 
Capital. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Making a decision about using a specific funding source is one of the most 
important tasks of financial management. The utilization of external sources features 
numerous advantages (Petřík, 2009) yet staying aware of diverse funding options is 
not easy for financial managers. 
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Today it is crucial to quickly identify an optimum possibility and to make sure that 
all relevant criteria have been considered and no variant has been omitted. Over the 
long term it is also necessary to consider the category of time as changes made today 
do not affect only the current variables but they also have a significant impact on the 
future. This article aims to identify the most suitable model of choosing external 
funding sources that would describe the dynamics involved. 
 
2. Theoretical foundations 

 
The making of financial decisions represents a process of choosing the optimum 
variant of obtaining money and capital and their use with regard to the principal 
financial goals of business activities while taking into account a number of 
restricting conditions (Tetřevová, 2006). This process consists of weighing the most 
suitable variants, selecting the best variant, and controlling the implementation of 
accepted proposals (Paták, 2006).  

The variants involved in this decision making process are individual external 
funding instruments: issue of shares, bank loans, financial leasing, issued bonds, 
obligations to suppliers, advances received, factoring and forfaiting. (These variants 
were identified by summarizing economic knowledge (Wohe, 2007), (Melicher, 
2007), (McMenamin, 1999), (Valach, 2006), (Hrdý, 2008),(Synek, 2003) and then 
verified in the research conducted.) 

Making a decision about the selection of an external funding instrument is a 
multi-criteria decision-making issue. The criteria involved are numerous and one of 
the tasks to be solved is the summarization of the most crucial criteria that will be 
assigned a decisive role. 

According to expert knowledge (Kislingerová, 2004), (McMenamin, 1999), 
(Fabozzi, 2011), (Synek, 2003) the principal criteria are Weighted Average Cost of 
Capital (WACC).   

Hrdý (2008) defines WACC as the individual kinds of capital that a company 
must pay for the acquisition of the respective kinds of capital.  

However, WACC does not include only expenses but also hidden costs of 
equity as shown by the following formula (Brealey, 2000): 

 
WACC = nck * (1-t) *CK/K + nvk * VK/K (1) 

 
where  

nck is the cost of loan capital, 
t is a corporate tax rate, 
CK is loan capital, 
nVK is the cost of equity, 
VK is equity and  
K is total capital. 
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Therefore, WACC denotes weighted average cost of both types of capital; i.e. 
the obvious cost of loan capital and the hidden costs of equity. 

In general, the cost of equity can be determined either according to market 
approaches, or according to methods and models based on accounting data. The 
basic methods used to estimate the cost of equity are the following (Dluhošová, 
2006): 

• CAPM - Capital Asset Pricing Model, 
• APM - Arbitrage Pricing Model, 
• Dividend growth model, and 
• Build-up models. 

 
The CAPM model shows that expected risk changes in direct proportion to 

the beta coefficient which expresses the measure of a specific market risk by 
balancing it against the sensitivity of a share to changes in the market portfolio 
(Kislingová, 2004). 

The APM model also belongs to the market valuation of assets but unlike 
CAPM it represents a multi-factor model. It considers both macroeconomic factors 
(e.g. gross domestic product or inflation) and microeconomic factors (return ratio, 
debt, liquidity, size) (Kislingerová, 2004). 

The dividend model is used to value shares where the market price of a share 
is given by the current value of the future dividends from the share in individual 
years. 

The build-up valuation of the cost of equity is based on a company’s 
accounting data (Dluhošová, 2006): 

 
Nvk = RF + Rbusiness  + Rfinstab + RLA,              (2) 

                         
where: 

RF is a risk-free interest rate, 
Rbusiness  is a risk margin for business risk, 
Rfinstab is a risk margin for risk ensuing from financial stability, 
RLA is a risk margin that characterizes a company’s size. 

 
There is even a methodology that describes a specific calculation method as the sum 
of a risk-free rate, a risk margin for equity, a risk margin for that characterizes 
profitability, a risk margin that characterizes liquidity and a risk margin that 
characterizes a company’s ability to pay interest expenses on generated profit 
(Kislingerová, 2004). 
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3. Research 
 

Synthesis of theoretical knowledge (Kislingerová, 2004), (McMenamin, 1999), 
(Fabozzi, 2011), (Synek, 2003) led to the specification of the following criteria: 
weighted average cost of capital (WACC), cost of capital, obligation to pay interest, 
possibility not to pay dividends, need for securing, rate of the acquisition of capital, 
possibility of early repayment and restriction upon the right to manage. 

Furthermore, research was conducted to identify (or to verify) the proposed 
variant and criteria obtained through the synthesis of economic knowledge. Another 
objective of this research was to determine the weight of the individual criteria. 

Research concerned a defined basic set of entities comprising joint-stock 
companies active in the field of civil engineering and having their seat in the Czech 
Republic. This form of business allows for the use of all existing types of external 
financing, including the issue of shares. 

The building industry was chosen for the research of long-term funding 
because it utilizes a large number of fixed assets, its funding is based mainly on 
foreign sources (ČSÚ, 2011) and the sector currently faces a difficult period with the 
possible reduced availability of popular bank loans (Stuchlík, 2011). The building 
industry is characterized with the specific drawing of loans and the subsequent 
number of related failures (Stuchlík, 2011). The business organizations in this field 
are likely to need an alternative method of external funding. 

Because data were investigated nationwide the form of written questionnaire 
was used. The course of investigation survey, definition of the basic set, preliminary 
choice and calculation of a representative sample were discussed in another article 
by this author (Honková, 2013).  

The investigation survey verified the proposed variants and criteria. The 
decisive weights of the criteria were determined – see Table 1. It was confirmed that 
the most relevant criterion was the weighted average costs of capital (WACC) with a 
weight of 0.27 (%); meanwhile the right to manage criterion with a weight of 3 % 
was immaterial. 

 

Variable Average Median Modus Frequency Min Max Variance 
WACC 0,271 0,25 0,00 13 0 0,90 0,234 
Securing 0,211 0,20 0,10 12 0 0,50 0,143 
Rate of the acquisition of 
capital 

0,212 0,20 0,20 11 0 0,80 0,181 

Possibility of early repayment 0,099 0,10 0,10 17 0 0,30 0,082 
Right to manage 0,036 0,00 0,00 43 0 0,50 0,100 
Obligation to pay interest 0,067 0,05 0,00 26 0 0,25 0,077 
Possibility not to pay 
dividends 

0,070 0,00 0,00 44 0 1,00 0,199 

Cost of capital 0,030 0,00 0,00 48 0 0,50 0,09 
Other criteria 0,000 0,00 0,00 56 0 0,00 0,00 

Table 1. Decisive weights of the criteria 
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4. Additive method  
 
The additive method was chosen as its transparency and simplicity make it one of 
the most frequently used methods. 

With the additive method the values of the criteria must be homogenized to 
one dimension. Then, the partial utility of the individual criteria Uij must be 
determined.  

It is advised to combine both operations into one and directly transform the 
value of the criteria xij to partial utility Uij.  

The dependence of amount x and utility U is selected according to the sense 
of the criteria involved. The linear dependence of amount and utility is often 
applied: (Roudný, 2004) 

 

 
(3) 

                         
where: 

D is the lower limit of the amount with no utility U = 0, 
H is the upper limit of the amount, where utility is maximum U = 1. 
The resulting utility of the linear aggregation of the variant i is: (Roudný, 
2009) 

 

 (4) 
 
where: 

m is the number of criteria kj and 
vj  refers to the weights of criteria. 

 
5.1.  Creation of a WACC model  

 
Because our research confirmed the essential nature of the WACC criterion, it deserves 
close attention.  

Unlike the cost of loan capital that can be determined quite easily, for instance in 
terms of interest on a provided loan or on a subscribed bond (Dluhošová, 2006), the 
determination of the cost of equity is rather complex. As stated above, there are globally 
recognized methods of determining the cost of equity on the basis of market approaches.  

Initially, a WACC model (Honková, 2012) based on market approaches was 
compiled. This article deals with the combination of the CAPM and APM methods that 
are based on a so-called risk premium (Jindřichovská, 2001). The model adopted the 
macroeconomic factor of inflation, the microeconomic factors of indebtedness and total 
financial stability from the APM method. The model considered the quantity of bank 
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interest rate as a variable dependent on bank profitability, risk-free rate, a company’s 
financial stability and inflation. Because the dependence of a company’s financial 
stability on a bank interest rate is not known, this model was modified and as of now the 
bank interest rate is considered to be an independent variable determined as weighted 
average of bank rates and interest-bearing capital.  

The final WACC model (Fig. 1) stems from a build-up method of determining the 
cost of equity; from the idea of adding up individual risks. However, the addition does 
not include risks derived from accounting data but market values as they better 
correspond to the current market situation; i.e. the risk-free rate and business risk in the 
sector.  

cost of
equity

ratio of loan
capital to total

capital

ratio of equity
to total capital

WACC

total capital

business risk
in the sector

tax rate

cost of loan
capital

equity

loan capital

risk free rate

 
Fig. 1. Model WACC 

 
The initial values of the independent variables are depicted in the arrows in the boxes in 
Fig. 2.  These values can be modified arbitrarily in order to observe resulting WACC 
changes. As stated in the introduction, emphasis is put primarily on dynamics, which is 
why a change was introduced into the model, specifically an increase in equity by 
subscription of new shares from the initial value of 2 million by an annual increment of 
200 000. As shown in Fig. 2 the increase in equity led to an increase in WACC. 
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WACC
20

17.5

15

12.5

10
0 1 2 3 4 5

Time (Year)
WACC : Current

 
Time (Year)     0        1       2      3      4      5  
WACC     11.2775  11.6024    11.8977      12.1674      12.4146       12.642  

 

Fig. 2. Running model WACC – Change in equity 
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Another change was introduced into the WACC model (Fig. 2), leading to WACC 
reduction consisting of an annual gradual decrease in business risk of 1%. Fig. 3 
illustrates the effect of the two contradictory changes on the final WACC. Over 5 years 
WACC fell by 1.63%. 
 

WACC
20

17

14

11

8
0 1 2 3 4 5

Time (Year)
WACC : Current  

   Time (Year)         0     1      2      3      4      5 
   WACC       11.2775  11.0786   10.8068    10.4717    10.0813        9.642 
 

Fig. 3. Running model WACC – contradictory changes  
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Now the initial WACC model has to be extended with further criteria in order to obtain a 
model that would solve the decision-making task regarding the selection of an external 
funding instrument, which was the objective of this paper. Because we deal with a multi-
criteria decision-making system, it was necessary to use a decision-making method from 
the same area. 
 
5. 2. Creation of a decision-making model about the use of an external funding 

instrument  
 
The procedure of creating an extended model is shown in Table 2 which also provides 
instructions on how to enter individual criteria into the model. 

All criteria are defined as minimizing; i.e. the smaller the entered values are, the 
more advantageous a certain criterion is. 
 

Criteria Minimum/
maximum 

limit 

Unit Weight Value * 
weight 

WACC 0 /100  % 0,27  
Securing 0/100  % of the new capital 0,21  
Acquisition of capital 0 – … Days 0,21  
Possibility of early 
repayment 

0 or 100 
 

Yes/No 0,10  

Restriction upon the right to 
manage 

0 – …  
 

% Ratio of the new issue 
to equity 

0,04  

Obligation to pay interest 0 or 100 Yes/No 0,07  
Possibility not to pay 
dividends 

0 or 100 Yes/No 0,07  

Cost of capital 0 –  … 
 

% Ration of the cost to 
the new capital 

0,03  

Total 1  
 

Table 2. Entering of the values in the dynamic model of choosing an external 
funding instrument 

 
Figure 3 shows the modeling of WACC during a gradual increase in equity by 
subscription of new shares and a simultaneous decrease in business risk. 

In order to solve the decision-making problem in concern it is necessary to 
perceive the utility of the external funding instrument of share subscription from the 
standpoint of more criteria than WACC alone. 

Criteria according to Table 2 were entered into the model in Fig. 4: the criterion 
of securing that equals 0 as it is not required for the subscription of shares; the rate of the 
provision of capital by the subscription of shares equals 60 (days); the limitation of the 
right to manage at a ratio of 10 (%) to new capital; without the obligation to pay interest; 
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and the cost of the provision of capital at a ratio of 10 (%) to the capital provided. A 
change was simulated for the criteria of possible early repayment and of the possibility 
not to pay dividends. 
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Utility
40

35

30

25

20
0 1 2 3 4 5

Time (Year)
Utility : Current

 
Time (Year) 0      1      2      3      4      5  
Utility    26.2774  25.6205  24.9442  24.2511  23.5432  22.822 

 
Fig. 4. Dynamic model of choosing an external funding instrument – share issue 

 
 
The result of the model is the values of utility as a minimizing criterion over the 
upcoming five years. These values are then compared with the values of the utility of 
other variants – external funding instruments. It is recommended to choose the variant 
with the least utility. 
 
 
6. Discussion 
 
The aim of this paper was to create a decision-making model for the use of an external 
funding instrument. 

The results of the conducted research confirmed the proposed external financial 
instruments and decision-making criteria and indicated the weight of decision-making 
criteria. 
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In addition, weighted average cost of capital (WACC) were modeled, 
emphasizing the calculation of the cost of equity as this cost are not taken into account in 
many companies.   

The WACC model was extended with remaining criteria and provided a decision-
making model for the selection of external funding instruments in which various 
changes of values can be simulated by a decision-maker. The weight of the individual 
criteria is also only indicative and the decision-maker can thus employ different (own) 
preferences. 

 
 
7. Conclusions 
 
The created decision-making model facilitates the modeling of changes in time because 
it is crucial to know what future consequences lies in decisions made the contemporary 
turbulent world. Each variant features possible negative and positive changes of varying 
extent. The possibility to simulate these changes can illustrate an optimal variant to a 
decision-maker.  

Decision-making regarding the selection of an external funding instrument is no 
longer a random process, often motivated by choosing the way of the least resistance. 
On the contrary, it is supported by rational considerations. 
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